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KEVIN TYRA

ADMISSIBILITY OF UM POLICY LIMITS
State Farm v. Kimberly S. Earl and the Estate of Jerry Earl
Indiana Supreme Court, June 9, 2015
Jerry Earl was an active man who was a coowner of a small construction business. On September 3, 2008, he was riding his motorcycle when a
tractor-trailer entered his lane and forced him to
swerve into the median. He was thrown from his
bike at 65 mph, resulting in extensive injuries. The
driver of the tractor-trailer did not stop and was never identified.
Jerry had a policy with State Farm that provided uninsured motorist coverage up to $250,000
per person and $500,000 per accident. He made a
claim and State Farm refused to pay out the full
amount. Jerry brought suit, alleging that State Farm
was “liable under the terms and conditions of the
contract for insurance.” His wife, Kimberly, also
brought a claim for lack of consortium. While the
case was pending, Jerry died of an unrelated illness.
State Farm admitted liability, so the only
question for the jury was one of damages. Before
trial, State Farm moved to exclude any evidence of
the coverage limits of the policy on the grounds that
it was irrelevant to the amount of damages incurred.
The trial court denied the motion, and the jury returned a verdict for a total judgment of $250,000.
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JERRY PADGETT
State Farm appealed the verdict, arguing
that the trial court abused its discretion in allowing the policy limits into evidence. The Court of
Appeals reversed and remanded, holding that the
coverage limit was irrelevant and therefore inadmissible. The Indiana Supreme Court granted the petition to transfer.
In a unanimous opinion, the Court held
that the trial court was acting within its discretion
in admitting the coverage limit into evidence. The
Court noted that evidence of liability insurance is
not admissible to show fault, but it can be admissible for other purposes. Since this case was one
based on breach of contract, the Court said that
“the insurance policy–and the coverage limit contained within it–was relevant background information that would help the jury understand the
relationship between the Earls and State Farm and
the basis for the lawsuit itself.”

The Court did note that this decision did
not stand for the idea that coverage limits are always admissible and there are cases they can think
of where the jury could inflate its award based on
those limits. However, the Court did not see this
as one of those cases, and simply determined that
the jury heard overwhelming evidence of Jerry’s
extensive injuries and came to the decision that he
was entitled to all of the money available to him.
As such, it found that the trial court did not abuse
its discretion in admitting this piece of evidence.
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KeyPoint: Whether UM policy limits are admissible at a jury trial is on a case-by-case basis; the
Court did not create a clear and articulable rule to use
to make this decision. Unfortunately, the lack of clear
guidance from the Supreme Court means more litigation (including appeals) and more expense on this issue
from case to case.
Elizabeth H. Steele
elizabeth.steele@tyralaw.net

EMPLOYER DEFAMATION
Tikidanke Bah v. Mac’s Convenience Stores, LLC
Indiana Court of Appeals, June 30, 2015
Bah was a convenience-store manager for Mac’s.
She asked her supervisor to come to the store because
of her concerns that employees may be taking cigarettes
and money. The supervisor found a number of irregularities. Among other things, a surveillance camera
stopped recording immediately after Bah entered the
store office, and $1500 of questionable refunds had
been entered using Bah’s cashier number. The supervisor suspected Bah had stolen money from the store,
which she denied. The supervisor fired her and reported her to the police. The prosecutor charged Bah with
theft. A jury in her criminal case acquitted her.
Bah then sued Mac’s in eight counts, including
malicious prosecution, defamation, and intentional infliction of emotional distress. The trial court granted
summary judgment to Mac’s. The Indiana Court of
Appeals affirmed in part and reversed in part.
The Court affirmed summary judgment for
Mac’s on malicious prosecution, because the prosecutor
made the decision to prosecute Bah, not Mac’s. However, the Court denied summary judgment on the remaining counts, because they all require a factual determination regarding the supervisor’s state of mind and credibility: that is, whether the supervisor reported Bah to
the police in good faith. If it was done in good faith,
the supervisor’s communications are privileged. However, Bah presented evidence of her contentions rela-
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tionship with the supervisor, which could lead a jury
to instead conclude his report to the police was motivated by ill will toward her.
KeyPoint: Generally speaking, the employment of almost any employee in Indiana may be terminated for almost any non-discriminatory reason,
including a suspicion of criminal activity, even if the
suspicion turns out to be incorrect. Where the employer treads on thinner ice is in reporting the suspicions to the police or a prosecutor. A lesson from
this decision is to document as well as possible the
factual basis for the report to the authorities, and to
be able to show an absence of ill will, as well as showing that the employer is consistent in how it treats
the same or similar allegations/suspicions from one
employee to the next.
Kevin C. Tyra
kevin.tyra@tyralaw.net

NON-COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNAL
STANDARDS
Jason Kramer, et ux. v. Catholic Charities of the Diocese
of Fort Wayne-South Bend, Inc.
Indiana Supreme Court, June 3, 2015
In the Spring of 2014, we wrote up the following review of the Court of Appeals decision in
this case:
An unmarried and pregnant
woman contacted Catholic Charities
to arrange the adoption of her unborn child. She told Catholic Charities that one of two men was the father of the child, but she would not
identify either of the men. The woman met the Kramers and she determined she wanted them to adopt her
baby. She gave birth to the child on
May 1, and on May 2, she signed the
paperwork agreeing to the adoption.
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On May 2, the Kramers and an adoption
specialist with Catholic Charities signed
a release, indicating that they understood
that the placement was at-risk and subject
to termination, and that the father of the
child may possess and/or exercise certain
legal rights. On May 3, the Kramers took
the baby home.
On May 25, a family services supervisor with Catholic Charities contacted the Indiana State Health Department
to determine if anyone claiming to be the
baby’s father had registered with the putative father registry. The administrator
of the putative father registry executed an
affidavit stating that no one had registered and no paternity determination was
on file regarding the baby. On June 1,
the family services supervisor contacted
the Health Department a second time to
check the putative father registry. The
administrator of the putative father registry discovered that on April 27, someone
had registered as the baby’s father. The
baby’s mother confirmed that he was
most likely the baby’s father. The Kramers filed a petition to adopt the baby,
but the father filed a motion to contest
the adoption. He later proved his paternity and requested custody. On December 23, the trial court granted custody of
the baby to the father.

The Kramers filed a complaint
against Catholic Charities. The Kramers
argued that Catholic Charities was negligent when it failed to check the putative
father registry before placing the baby
with them. Catholic Charities moved for
summary judgment, alleging that the Kramers signed a release. The trial court
granted summary judgment in favor of
Catholic Charities.
The Court of Appeals reversed
and remanded. The Kramers presented
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evidence that Catholic Charities had
a policy of checking the putative father registry twice before placing a
child with a pre-adoptive family, and
it did not do so before placing this
baby with the Kramers. The Court
held that since the release did not
explicitly release Catholic Charities
for its own negligence, the release
did not bar the Kramers’ claims in
this case.
The Supreme Court accepted transfer, and overturned the Court of Appeals decision. The Court
engaged in a three-part Webb v. Jarvis analysis. Since
Catholic Charities was in compliance with all statutory requirements and did not assume such duty of
disclosure through the agency relationship, the relationship between the parties weighed against finding a duty. The harm to the Kramers, however, was
foreseeable, so that weighed in favor of finding a
duty. Finally, the Court found that the public policy considerations cut both ways in this case. Requiring disclosure of compliance or noncompliance
with internal policies would not be time or cost effective, and the Court was reluctant to add further
legal obligations to the agency, but it could have
prevented the harm that the Kramers suffered.
This factor therefore did not weigh in favor or
against a duty. Since the three factors were equally
split and the Kramers had the burden of proof in
this case, the Court found that the Kramers failed
to carry their burden.

KeyPoint: Non-compliance with informal
internal standards does not necessarily result in negligence, as long as statutory compliance is met. This
is good public policy, as it implicitly encourages a
party to “go the extra mile” in their procedures with
a reduced fear that extra effort will be held against
it later.
Elizabeth H. Steele
elizabeth.steele@tyralaw.net
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NO ATTORNEYS’ FEES UNDER THE
WRONGFUL DEATH STATUTE
SCI Propane, LLC, et al. v. Courtney Frederick as Pers.
Rep. of the Estate of Stephen Frederick
Indiana Supreme Court, August 27, 2015
A propane gas leak in the Kindles’ home
caused a gas explosion and fire. Four of the Kindles’
family members were injured, and Frederick was
killed. Frederick’s minor son and his wife, Courtney,
were injured but survived. The injured family members filed a wrongful death and personal injury action
against the companies that had designed and manufactured the gas-control valve in the Kindles’ water heater. Counsel represented the Plaintiffs on a contingency-fee basis.
At trial, the collective Defendants were determined to be 65% at fault, and William Kindle was
found to be 35% at fault. A separate trial was held on
damages, and the Plaintiffs were awarded a large verdict, plus an award of attorneys’ fees.
One issue at trial and in the Court of Appeals
was the reasonable amount of Plaintiffs’ attorney fees.
The Court of Appeals agreed with the Defendants
that attorney fees were compensatory, so a party could
only be reimbursed for what he paid under the contingency agreement. Therefore, the Estate was only entitled to $1,400,680.52 in attorney fees, which was the
contingent fee for the 65% of the damages awarded to
the Plaintiffs.
SCI petitioned the Supreme Court for transfer, and the Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals’ decision, holding that attorneys’ fees were not
available to decedents under the General Wrongful
Death Statute who left a surviving spouse and/or dependents. In coming to this conclusion, the Court
cited to its decision in Durham v. U-Haul International,
in which it stated that the damages in a General
Wrongful Death case must either be: (1) a “reasonable
medical, hospital, funeral and burial expense,” or (2)
“inure to the exclusive benefit” of the surviving spouse
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or dependent. Since the decedent’s estate would be
responsible for attorneys’ fees, those costs would
not “evolve from a deprivation to a survivor.” Further, payment of attorneys’ fees to those estates
where there is no survivor also encourages pursuit
of those actions and accountability for all wrongdoers, even if there is no spouse or dependent involved. Therefore, attorneys’ fees were not available
under this statute in this particular situation.
KeyPoint: Under the General Wrongful
Death Statute, attorney fees are not recoverable by
those decedents who leave a spouse or dependents.
It is important to note, however, that attorney fees
are recoverable under the Adult Wrongful Death
Statute, which applies when the adult decedent dies
without a dependent. McCabe v. Ind. Dept. of Insurance (2011).
Elizabeth H. Steele
elizabeth.steele@tyralaw.net

NOT OBJECTING IS NOT THE SAME AS
AGREEING
Virginia Tramill, et al. v. Anonymous Healthcare
Provider
Indiana Court of Appeals, July 8, 2015
Sara Tramill was under the care of the
Anonymous Healthcare Provider (“the Facility”)
following a stroke, and died. The autopsy determined the cause of death was respiratory arrest due
to aspiration of blood and mucous. Virginia Tramill (“Tramill”) filed a proposed medical malpractice complaint that alleged the Facility negligently
caused Sara’s death.
During the formation of the medical review
panel (MRP), which consists of an MRP chairperson and three doctors, it was determined that one
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of the panelists (a forensic pathologist) would need to
The articulation of this principle could easily apply to
be replaced due to a business relationship with the Famany other interactions with claimants and plaintiffs
cility’s expert witness.
on various issues; a non-objection is not necessarily the
Tramill moved for a preliminary determination same as agreeing to something.
of law that the replacement panelist was required to be
Jerry M. Padgett
a forensic pathologist. The trial court denied Tramill’s
jerry.padgett@tyralaw.net
motion; it was up to the MRP chair to provide guidance
on the selection of the replacement panelist. Subsequently, the chair selected Dr. Azita Chehresa, who is
SUBRO WAIVER
not a forensic pathologist, to serve as the third panel
member. The parties continued to wrangle over several
Bd. of Comm’rs of Jefferson County v. Teton Corp., et al.
procedural issues. While the selection process was still
Indiana Supreme Court, May 13, 2015
ongoing, the MRP chair retired from the practice of law
and resigned as the chair in this case.
A fire damaged the Jefferson County courtTramill then filed a motion for declaratory judg- house, allegedly while a roofing subcontractor was solment regarding several MRP-related issues. The Court dering copper downspouts near the wood frame of the
courthouse during extensive renovations. The renovaof Appeals affirmed in part and reversed in part.
tions were being conducted pursuant to an AIA form
Initially, the Court of Appeals found Tramill’s contract. The fire damages were fully covered by the
motion for declaratory judgment is appropriate to re- county’s property carrier. The issue was whether the
solve the dispute over the selection of the third panel- property carrier could subrogate against the subconist.
tractor’s liability carrier notwithstanding a subrogation
The Court also addressed the issue of whether waiver clause in the AIA form contract.
the third panelist must be a forensic pathologist. TraThe Supreme Court considered whether the
mill argued there was no statutory requirement to sup- scope and application of the subrogation waiver clause
port the argument that a forensic pathologist must be should be based on the extent and source of coverage,
chosen in this case. The Facility argued that the parties
or the nature of the property damaged. Up to this decihad stipulated to choosing a forensic pathologist as the
sion, the districts of the Indiana Courts of Appeals had
third panelist, and pointed to an e-mail between counsplit, including a decision in favor of The Tyra Law
sel for both parties that stated “we have no objection to
Firm’s client in Brotherhood Mutual v. Michiana Contractthe third panelist being a pathologist.” However, the
ing (2012), where the Court held that a floor installed
Court found this e-mail only established there would be
by the property owner was not part of the contractor’s
no objection, but did not establish a stipulation that
work and thus was not subject to the AIA subrogation
the third panelist would be a forensic pathologist. And,
waiver, so that the subrogee’s suit against the contracthe Court concluded that the nature of the issues in the
tors for damage to the floor could proceed.
case did not require the third panelist to be a forensic
In this decision, however, the Supreme Court
pathologist.
decided to focus on the extent and source of coverage
KeyPoints: Requests for declaratory judgment
available to the property owner, rather than on distinare permissible as part of the medical review panel proguishing between damage caused to the contractor’s
cess. In addition to addressing some rather arcane rules
“work” vs. “non-work.” Because the county had proabout MRP formation, the key holding is that simply
cured “all-risk” property insurance, the county thereby
because one party agrees not to object to something
waived its right to subrogate against the contractors
does not equate to a stipulation to that issue.
who actually caused the damage to the courthouse.
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The Supreme Court commented, however, that
“future parties that incorporate the AIA contract into
their construction agreements are certainly free to restrict the scope of the subrogation waiver to work-related
damages alone.”
KeyPoint: Property and builder’s-risk carriers
should either insist that their insureds insert the language suggested by the Supreme Court to restrict the
scope of the subrogation waiver to work-related damages
alone, or consider the waiver (and that fact that the carrier is essentially taking the risk of negligent contractors)
in calculating the premium rates.
Kevin C. Tyra
kevin.tyra@tyralaw.net

WHO DID IT? LATE IDENTIFICATION OF
“JOHN DOE”
Jeffrey Miller, et ux. v. Kristine Danz
Indiana Supreme Court, June 29, 2015
Jeffrey Miller was the former president and CEO
of Junior Achievement of Central Indiana, Inc.
(“JACI”). Cynthia is his wife. On March 31, 2010, the
Millers filed a lawsuit after Miller lost a job opportunity
with the Indianapolis Mayor’s office. Subsequently, the
Millers amended their complaint multiple times to add a
variety of individuals and organizations that they alleged
committed torts against them. On January 31, 2012, the
Millers filed a Fourth Amended Complaint to name
“John Doe #8” as a defendant. On February 8, 2013,
the Millers filed a motion for leave to file a Fifth
Amended Complaint in order to substitute Kristine
Danz as John Doe #8, whose identity the Millers argued
was only recently discovered on January 18, 2013.
Danz argued the Millers’ attempt to add her as a
named party was barred by the two-year statute of limitations on tort claims. The trial court granted Danz’ motion for summary judgment, and the Court of Appeals
affirmed. The Indiana Supreme Court accepted transfer, and affirmed the entry of summary judgment on behalf of Danz.

The Millers argued that Rule 17(F) of the
Indiana Rules of Trial Procedure allows the true
name of a “John Doe” defendant to be inserted by
amendment at any time, and that a lack of
knowledge constitutes a mistake for purposes of
relation back under Trial Rule 15(C). Danz argued
that the lack of knowledge of a defendant’s identity
does not constitute mistake under Trial Rule 15(C).

The Supreme Court held that Trial Rule 15
(C) requires a mistake concerning the identity of a
party. In contrast, Trial Rule 17(C) applies where
the name of the party is unknown. Therefore, adding a new party because there was a mistake about
the identity of the proper defendant is not the same
thing as inserting the name of a previously unknown “John Doe” defendant.
The Court also noted the evidence demonstrated the Millers knew of the existence and the
name of John Doe #8 before they filed their lawsuit. As such, Danz’ existence and identity were not
“unknown” as required by Trial Rule 17(F), which
meant Trial Rule 17(F)’s provision of amending at
any time did not apply.
KeyPoint: Not knowing the identity of a
party and making a mistake about the identity of a
party are two different things. The statute of limitations will preclude a claim against a previously unnamed party. However, one issue left unanswered
is whether a plaintiff can identify a “John Doe” defendant after the statute of limitations has expired
if the plaintiff truly did not know of their identity
prior to the expiration of the statute of limitations.
Jerry M. Padgett
jerry.padgett@tyralaw.net
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